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A DISCLAIMER 

This report. was prepared as an. account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof; nor any of their 
employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes any warranty, 
express . or. implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness, or any third party's use or the results of such use of any information, apparatus, 
product, or process disclosed, or.represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, 
trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation; or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof or its 
contractors or subcontractors. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not 
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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We present studies of QCD corrections to dilepton production in transversely po- 
larized p p  and p p  scattering. In particular we briefly discuss the effects of NNLL 
threshold resummation on the rapidity distribution of the lepton pair. 

1. Introduction 

Recently, new experiments tin polarized hadron collisions have been pro- 
posed at the GSI’ (pp) and at J-PARC2 (pp) .  One of the main purposes of 
these experiments& the measurement of transverse-spin asymmetries in the 
Dreil-Yan process, in order to get information on the transversely polarized 
parton distribution functions (PDFs) of the nucleon. The proposed experi- 
ments would be at relatively modest collision energies, e.g. 8 = 14.5 GeV 
at GSI-PAX and 6 = 10 GeV at J-PARC. At these energies, perturbative- 
QCD (pQCD) corrections as well as power-suppressed contributions may 
be large and.require careful theoretical study. 

In this brief note, we report on recent studies of pQCD corrections to the 
invariant-mass and rapidity distributions of Drell-Yan pairs3. In .particu- 
lar; we consider the all-order resummation of large “threshold” logarithms4. 
Our aim is to seemthe behavior of QCD higher-order corrections in this 
kinematic regime, and to investigate the self-consistency of the pQCD 
framework. For further details, including a discussion of possible non- 
perturbative effects to the cross section, see3. 
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2. Mass Distributions 

The invariant-mass distribution of Drell-Yan lepton pairs can be written in 
terms of the PDFs and partonic hard-scattering cross sections as 

The transversely polarized cross section is written in an analogous manner. 
In (l), r = M 2 / S ,  z = r/x1x2 and T = M 2 / p 2 ,  with p the renormal- 
ization/factorization scale. N is defined so that the O(at)  term becomes 
ug) = S ( l  - z). The higher-order functions ~ 2 2  have been calculated to 
O(az) for the unpolarized cross section5; and to o(at) for the transversely 
polarized one6. 

The numerical size of the NNLO corrections for GSI or J-PARC kine- 
matics amounts to more than three times the LO cross section at high M .  
It is known. that these large corrections came from the threshold region 
where the partonic energy is just enough to produce the lepton pair of in- 
variant, mass M .  In this region, large “threshold” logarithms arise. The 
systematic way of taking into account these logarithms to all orders, called 
“threshold resummation”, has been developed in4. The resummation is 
achieved in Mellin-moment space, where it gives rise to a Sudakov expo- 
nent. Presently, the exponent for the Drell-Yan process is known to NNLL 
accuracy. Dehing uab(n) = Ji dZZn-’Wab(z), one has: 

where X = boa8 Inn. The detai1ed.expressions for the n-independent coeffi- 
cient CDY and the functions hr)  may be found, e.g., in Ref.7. We note that 
CDY is also known to exponentiate8. We use the “Minimal Prescripti~n)’~ 
for dealing with the Landau pole.in the resummed expression. 

It is known that the resummation formula can be improvedlto include 
collinear (non-soft) gluon effectsl0>l1. In NLO, these correspond to terms 
cc In (n)/n. .They maybe taken into account in the resummation by includ- 
ing certain subleading.terms in.the exponent, associated with DGLAP evo- 
lution of. parton distributions. Through singIet mixing in evolution, these 
subleading terms also feed into the qg-subprocessll. We found,that these 
effects are significant, especially for the case of p p  collisions at J-PARC. 

Fig. l(1eft) shows the resummed K-factor for the, J-PARC situation. 
Expansions of the resummed K-factor to fixed perturbative orders are, also 
plotted. We stress that the second- and third-order expansions are in good 
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Figure 1. K-factors for the resummed cross section and its perturbative expansions 
for p p  collisions at d? = 10 GeV. Left: invariant-mass distribution, right: rapidity 
distribution at M = 5 GeV. The NLO (NNLO) K-factors are also plotted as circle 
(square) symbols. 

agreement with the full NLO and NNLO results. This shows that the 
higher-order corrections are indeed dominated by the threshold logarithms, 
and that the resummation is accurately reproducing the latter. 

3. Resummation for Rapidity Distributions 

We now consider the cross section differential in the lepton pair's rapidity, 

where x ! , ~  = ./?efq. The Dab have been calculated perturbatively up to 
O(a:) for unpolarized cross section12, and to O(as)  for the transversely 
polarized case13. The O(a:) term is simply D$ = 6 ( q  - z:)6(22 - $5). 
The application of the threshold resummation technique to rapidity distri- 
butiomhas beendiscussed e.g. in Ref.14. In addition to the usual Mellin 
transform in 7; it makes use of a Fourier transform in q. The cross section 
in.double-transform space can,be written aa 

In the threshold limit, D a b  can be written in terms of the higher-order 
function b& (n, a,) for the invariant-mass distribution discussed above. The 
resummation may then be performed as before. Details will be presented 
elsewhere. In Fig. l(right), we show the K-factor for the Drell-Yan rapidity 
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distribution in the J-PARC experiment,,at NLO and for the resummed case. 
The K-factors-increase toward larger q, since one approaches the threshold 
regime more closely there. 

4. summary 

We have discussed higher-order pQCD effects in the mass and rapidity dis- 
tributions for the DrelEYan process at the proposed GSI and J-PARC ex- 
periments. The corrections are .very large, but seem under control when the 
soft-gluon resummation is implemented. We hope that our studies, along 
with the complementary study for transverse-momentum  distribution^'^, 
will be of use in comparisons to future data from the GSI and J-PARC. 
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